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A water saving aerator is used to reduce the flow of water in taps.A water saving aerator is used to reduce the flow of water in taps.
Aerator works in the process of allowing the water in part of tiny holesAerator works in the process of allowing the water in part of tiny holes
as a stream and allowing air in the other part hole which reduces theas a stream and allowing air in the other part hole which reduces the
water flow apparently. Aqua  Excel water flow apparently. Aqua  Excel water saving aeratorwater saving aerator is adapted to is adapted to
95% of taps. They are corrosion resistance and high durable in quality.95% of taps. They are corrosion resistance and high durable in quality.
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A manhole cover or maintenance hole cover is a detachable thingA manhole cover or maintenance hole cover is a detachable thing
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which is used as a lid over the opening of a manhole. Manhole is a holewhich is used as a lid over the opening of a manhole. Manhole is a hole
large enough for a person to fall. Aqua Excel manufacture and supplieslarge enough for a person to fall. Aqua Excel manufacture and supplies
manhole cover that can avoid accidents of people falling in manholesmanhole cover that can avoid accidents of people falling in manholes
and make an access point for maintenance and other work on anand make an access point for maintenance and other work on an
underground utility vault or pipe. The underground utility vault or pipe. The manhole cover and framemanhole cover and frame of of
aqua excel are more resistance to any temperature or climateaqua excel are more resistance to any temperature or climate
changes, they are robust enough where heavy objects can move on,changes, they are robust enough where heavy objects can move on,
more durable.more durable.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/aqua-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/aqua-
excel-manhole-cover-9036excel-manhole-cover-9036
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